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1I. SUP.'LEMENTARY NOTES

T12. SPONSORING MILITARY ACTIVITY
JI. S. Army Weapons Command
ISBThAiT is the final report to sumnmariz.e some results of FY72 research task. The investigation has attempted to provide a basic understanding of plate impacts. Three categories of ballistic effects have been considered, viz., perforation without shatter, perforation with shatter and no perforation with shatter. Expressions are determined for the ballistic limit, residual velocity, shatter velocity, and spray angle. ConceptF from nonlinear mechanics and shockwave theory are useful tools in this analysis, and a few nonlinear differential equations have been derived from the projectile's motion. Thus we may speak of Bernoulli nonlinearity and Riccati nonlinearity. Our motivation is for mathematical simplicity with some physical reality, and our methods and results can be extended to more general problems of penetration dynamics. (1), we get the intial energy and momentum ; as given by
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Let P be the plate thickness. Then V stands for the ballistic limit (V,). From Equation (2) we should have n = 2 for perforation by energy absorption 12] in a volume proportional to p3. Such proportionality is justifiable for plate thickness of about I caliber; otherwise a certain shape factor should be considered. From equation (3) a momentum-absorption theory [2] requires n = S, which implies also the alternate form of equation (1) as
for a different kind (k) of nonlinear resistance (viz. rate sensitive).
From the similarity point of view, equation ( [2] . Thus we may put n = 0 and K'od 2 in equation (1) or (2) (1) and (4) If the projectile has sufficient kinetic energy to pass through the armor plate, then its residual velocity is given [5] by
where m is the mass of the displaced plug. In equation (5) V should be identified as the flight velocity of the projectile, which differs from the striking velocity due to effects of friction and rotation (rifling). Equation (6) Figure 1 . For a given projectile there exists a shatter velocity depending upon shock-compression properti': a-i the impedance match, at and above which it will be disintegrated due to the sudden release of strong shock pressure around its free surface. Strong shock compression of solids requires hypervelocity impact at the level of 1 km/sec and higher [6] . We shall give expression for evaluating the shatter velocity after we consider the shock waves of the explosive impact.
Upon impact at hypervelocity, the two colliding bodies are compressed by two strong shock waves ($I, S2) which can be described as follows:
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E2 T P2 (P20--P2-I(2 where V i., the impact velocity, W shock velocity, u particle velocity behind the shock front, o = density, p = shock pressure, E = specific internal energy, and subscripts 0, 1 and 2 refer to the initial value, striker and plate, respectively. It should be noted that only u, is a velocity relative to a reference frame moving with i V. The interface between the two colliding bodies furnishes the boundary conditions:
Thus far we have set up only eight equations for ten unknowns, namely, p,, PI', El, Wi' u V P2) P 2 ' E 2 , W 2 , and u 2 . Since the strongly compressed material will expand immediately as spray, we may approximate the shocked and expanded states by a polytropic gas with carefu-ly chosen index r (in the limit r ÷ 3). So two additional equations are given by:
E2= p 2 /P 2 (r 2 -1).
(16)
Now we can solve equations (7)- (16) P 2 = 1.P 2 0 (r 2 + 1)
Further results can be sought. Equations (15) and (16) imply 2 dp/dp a = rp/p, a being the sound velocity. From this and equations (17), (20), (22), and (25) In this connection, the impact spray may be thought of as a result of vaporization (rather than spallation).
The foregoing is an analytical description for the perforation of plate by a small projectile shattered as a result of shock loading Since two different material models are involved in the two theories, we would not seek the meaning of equations (15), (16), (17), and (22) with r = 0. A similar case with r = -1 has been considered [7, 9] for isentropic flow in gas dynamics. Equations (28) and (30) (32) and (33) we get ¢ 600 which turns out to be qualitatively descriptive of the spray. Moreover, the pertinent p, u, and p/P are comparable with those for the products of detonation [10] (TNT) based on r = 3. Thus we consider r = 3 appropriate for both dense gases.
In order to evaluate the shatter velocity Vs, we must consider some fundamental properties of shock waves in solids. It is far reaching to begin with the relation [11] :
where A and B are experimental constants with many physical interpretations and implications. According to Rodean r12], A2/2B 2 is approximately equal to the heat of sublimation of the solid. From equation (18) the absolute particle velocity is given by V -uI = V/(E + 1) and 2 the associated kinetic energy is V 2 /2(E + 1) . When the latter is equal to the heat of sublimation, the shocked material will expand infinitely upon unloading.
Therefore we establish the relation of Symposia on Hypervelocity Impact (1958, 1960, 1961, 1963, 1964) .
In this report we consider this problem again with nonlinearities in one dimension. 
It is clear that we have been motivated to formulate the idealized impact by the well-known Bernoulli's nonlinear differential equation.
As a special case, we have the classical Poncelet resistance [1] with f(x) = constant, g(x) = constant, and y = 0. 
In equation (39) we have used: 
